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C O N D I T I O N

S O L U T I O N

The slide-range cooktop does not sit flush with the counter (see Figure 1). This condition can 

be caused by one or a combination of these factors below:

 1) Counter warped or bowed

 2) Leveling legs not lowered enough

 3) Counter cutout not to installation instructions specifications

 4) Upper side panel’s horizontal flange is touching the counter not allowing the cook  

  top’s edge to touch the counter
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1st Verify that the gap is greater than 1/16” 

2nd Verify that the counter top is not warped

3rd Verify that the leveling legs are lowered enough so that the cooktop can rest against the  

 counter top

4th Verify that the counter cut-out matches the installation instructions specifications

If after verifing the above items the cooktop still does not sit flush with the counter, it could be

the horizontal flange touching the counter that is creating the gap. In that situation order and

install the upper panel sections: (Figure 2 : Items 1A, 4, 4A)  

318905700 Right side (4)

318905701 Left side (4A)

318905600 Rear (1A)

Reinstall in the cooktop and verify gap with counter. If there is a residual gap and it is within 

1/16”, the installation is to specifications. If not, the first 4 conditions are contributing to the 

gap.

SERIAL #

MODEL #

Repairs related to this continuous improvement will ONLY be covered in the warranty time

period. Installation issues are not covered by warranty.
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Gap between cooktop’s edge 

and side panel’s flange


